Mr. Gulsik then accepted the Committee's recommendation and Mr. Mahoney was retained as a member of the Faculty
Committee. The next meeting of the Student Senate was held on September 24, 1974, where he<br>submited a grievance to college, which states:
"A. In accordance with the provisions of section X of the Agreement between the<br>Faculty Committee and the Federation of the Student Senate on September 24, 1974, he<br>submitted a grievance to the College, which states:
"B. Specifically, the Federation argues that the failure to respond to Drs. Obulelewicz and Syed Mahdi..."
A Culmination and Examination Period

by Paul J. Carroll

After reading this year's college calendar, many students at Bryant College either went into cardiac arrest or catatonia, depending on their present psychological disposition. The cause of all this hysteria can be traced to an elusive term on the calendar—culmination and examination period. The immediate reaction to this was, "Oh no, we're going to have to take final exams!" Well now that the college's supply of smelly suits has been depleted, let's all calm down and find out what this term really means.

This new culmination and examination period is a re-scheduling of classes during the final week of the semester. Classes during this period will be 2 hours in length, with two sessions daily. What this does is take the three regular weekly session second will be from 1:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. each day. To illustrate this hypothesically—your 11 o'clock class that regularly meets on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday may be re-scheduled to have all three classes meet from 8:00 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. on a given day.

So what's the point of having this new procedure. Well, as stated by Mr. Richard Alberg, Registrar, some faculty members felt it necessary to give final exams in some of their classes. This new culmination and examination period will allow these teachers to do so. The college is not enforcing compulsory final examinations. The decisions to hold final exams will be at the discretion of each instructor. Thus, teachers may elect to hold regular classes or give a final exam for each class for three 2-hour periods per day eliminates students taking three or more examinations.

The scheduling process has not been finalized yet; however, it will be published upon completion.

And if we should be able to breathe a little easier now, that is, if your instructors are the ones not giving final exams!
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This summer a much loved member of the Bryant Community passed away. Ida Cantini, a maid for the Faculty Offices, died after a short illness on July 16, 1974. Her warm personality and outgoing friendship won her many friends here at Bryant among students, faculty, and staff.

Adopted as the "Queen Mother of Bryant College," Ida described herself as "a simple person." In an ARCHWAY interview last November, Ida was asked what she attributed her widespread popularity to. She replied, "They go for me. I don't know why—they just go for me."

Ida first came to Bryant in September of 1969 and worked here until her illness last spring.

She may have considered herself to be a simple woman, yet she was a very special woman to those of us who knew her. To quote last November's ARCHWAY, "She has adopted all of us as her children, and has added sparkle and joy to our lives here at Bryant." We will miss you, Ida.

in memoriam
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Well, folks, I think you'd better sit down and take a good belt of the old medicine before you read my column this week. You may as well, 'cause I did before I wrote it (this, cough, gasp)! Yes, friends, this week's column has connected another one of her surprise soufflés, so have a napkin handy. You'll need it to wipe the egg off your face. Come and get it!

Madame Lovonda

Dear Madame Lovonda,

I recently returned to Bryant College to find the campus broken out in a rash of discreteness. I'd never seen an epidemic spread so fast. It is so rampant that people are being discrete about being discrete. What I'd like to know is does this effect the entire Bryant Community, or are some people immune to this strange affliction? Madame Lovonda, can you clear up the smoke on this matter?

Dear Seese,

You know how these fads come and go. Discreteness is likestreetcar days, it's socially acceptable, but everybody wants to watch. As for being immune to it, I believe, and my colleagues will back me up on this one, that no one is immune to discreetness as long as there's a good doctor in the house.

Indiscretely,

Madame Lovonda

Dear Madame Lovonda,

Could you please tell me where I can get some of the nice chintz furniture that they have in the townhouses? The stark cheeriness of those Dr. Schol's Directive Chairs overwhelmed me—and after I'd been swallowed up by that squishy squabby wrap-around couch, I just knew that this was my kind of furniture. I'd heard rumors that the college had its own vacuum machine (that Santa gave them last Christmas 'cause they'd be so good to the students) and they'd turned out that quality furniture all by themselves! But I just don't believe it. I've had perfect posture all my life and feel this great new furniture is just what I need to keep my physique in shape—so, in all seriousness, could you please tell me where I can get any of that furniture?

Quasimodo

Dear Quas,

I know how you feel, but believe me when I tell you that the townhouse furniture is not what you're looking for. It'll do nothing but ruin your posture and make you hunch-blocked. If you really want some nice furniture, get out and buy your own vacuum and 20 gallons of gorgeously glossy wrap-around furniture for yourself! It'll be more expensive than the townhouse furniture, but it'll be of much higher quality. But then, of course, what wouldn't be!

Chastely,

Madame Lovonda

Dear Madame Lovonda,

I came to school the other day and had to go to the Student Affairs Office—but when I got there it was gone! A passerby told me that the office had been relocated, but he couldn't tell me where the office had been relocated to. So, I set out to find it for myself. I looked in the ROTC and it wasn't there, and then I looked in the library but it wasn't there, and then I looked in the gym but it wasn't there either. Madame Lovonda, I've been all over this campus, but I still haven't found where Student Affairs is located. Can you tell me where it is?

Larry J. Phlatus

Dear Larry,

Student Affairs is now located on the upper level of the Unstructure in the Student Lounge, which was previously the game room. But we all know that Student Affairs is really where it's always been. Nowhere.

Phan-lovingly,

Madame Lovonda

The Used
And Abused
Watergate
Women

by Joan F. Marcella

Now that dust has settled around the bunker after the fall of the biggest embankment of all time, women can take some comfort in the fact that theirs was only the usual supportive role.

The graceful weepers were publically displayed on appropriate occasions. The bounteous were exploited as usual in the service of their men. The over-informed were whipped off to clandestine places but they disturb Pandora's Lid.

Whatever did happen to Dita Beard, niece of the infamous memorandum linking the White House housekeeper to IIT? Last we heard she was sequestered in an obscure Colorado hospital where she was diagnosed as too ill to memorizate further.

Martha, "The Mouth" Mitchell was a pathetic caricature, serving only to humanize her hungman husband, John. When her press leaks threatened the Washington Gestapo, she too was treated to a cross-country trip and kept incommunicado. Though her verbal catharsis couldn't be stemmed, the nation sympathized with "Daddy," and when he gave his "Duke of Windsor Address," most people understood the diatribe of skeptics knew that when Daddy volunteered to bleed, there must be a good fight on T.V. that night and we were so right!

At least Martha is still around though broke and abandoned, a better fate than that of Mrs. Hunt, wife of the incompetence architect. While she was carrying $10,000 on some unexplained errand for her husband, her plane crashed killing all passengers. All suspicions about that mission were not buried with the victims!

Who had heard of Maureen Dean before her pristine grooming caught national attention as she served as an effective backdrop for her husband's remarkable testimony before the Erwin committee? Modesty and devotion personified, Maureen challenged any rivalry her husband's integrity.

Was there a Mrs. Ehrichmann before she and her brood were dragged out to stand by her husband being found guilty of subverting the Constitution? Where was she when "his knighthood was in power?"

Marjorie Stans unabashedly offered his wife's anguish as good reason why he, Markoe, was not responsible for irregularities in stock exchanges. Apparently, the acquitting jury was moved by his soul's plea.

Let's not forget Rosie Woods, "Some dancer, she," they said. Her slip-step on the election pedal turns out to be her "Last Tango." To save male skin, hers was tossed to the wolf's mouth where she begged that her technical ineptitude not be misconstrued as duplicity.

The Nixon dolls, Julie, "The Wind Up," and Tricia, "The China!" were artfully displayed to maximize father's image. "Wind Up" recited on cue, "My daddy's innocent!" "China" dropped thirty unfair threats of retribution against her father's critics.

But Nixon, mischievously, was given special treatment by the press. I guess we all have to agree that marriage to Richard is punishment enough, despite the everPresent}

in a peasant's garden

by eileen puaski

When you look at my words, you have seen my soul. Do not read them carelessly... they hold the pain of endless thought...

A harvest moon followed me home tonight. All the stars smiled to light my way as a warm breeze sang to me songs of summer. The night is so still, only a quiet cloud and an occasional cricket to carry the darkness into dawn.

Is it love that bids my return to you or just a lonely soul in search of a cloud to rest upon.

In those sleepless quiet nights, my thoughts wander and try to find your star among the twinkling eyes of night.

And in those sunny laughter filled days, you are always with me. I feel your presence as I feel the presence of the sea.

I sat today, on the verge of a storm, the sky as dark and threatening as my eyes, cold as my heart. There is an emptiness within me like the silence before the thunder. I don't want to rain but the clouds keep gathering.
**Alpha Delta Omega**

**Greek News**

**Delta Sig**

Delta Sigma Phi Fraternity is looking forward to another successful football season. As last year's division winner, the team is under the coaching of Mike Cartuccio, who has a very optimistic outlook on this year's season. Coach Cartuccio has the following returning starters: Tim Gilligan, Eric Elmquist, Rick Karl, Joe LaPlant, Steve Gray, Dan Doris, Rob Finnegan, Rich Gendron and Al Elref. Much new talent is also divided on the team: Randy Jans, Jimi Sullivan, John Blasich and others. We are looking forward to seeing all freshmen and independents give us plenty of support.

**Randy Jans**

**Delta Sig Editor**

---

**Beta Sigma Chi**

The brothers of Beta Sigma Chi wish to extend a warm and friendly welcome to all Freshman and take this opportunity to wish you a successful year at Bryant College.

The brothers are involved in a very competitive sports program this year and appreciate all support given by interested individuals.

Social events are an important part of the Bryant atmosphere and everyone's support is needed in order to make these activities a success.

We look forward to seeing all interested male freshmen and independents for a "Happy Hour" this afternoon at 9pm. in Dorm 1, Third floor. All students are invited for a beta party tonight at 9pm.

**Scott Gavitt**

Publicity Director

---

**Alpha Phi Kappa**

The sisters of Alpha Phi Kappa want to welcome everybody back for the new school year and extend a special welcome to freshmen and transfer students. We're all looking forward to a great year, and hope everybody else is, too.

---

**Sigma Iota Xi**

**Being a sister of Sigma Iota Xi consists of many fond memories and experiences that are enjoyed by all the sisters.**

This year our annual event is Freshman Queen Weekend by which we will all make lasting memories and share in lots of fun. Sigma also participates in the GLC-sponsored Blood Drive every year.

The Hobo Party, the spaghetti dinner, and the happy hours give freshmen, independents and transfer students a chance to see sorority life through the eyes of Sigma and to be able to get acquainted with all of the sisters.

Sisters are a large part of the lives of many of our sisters. Our unity is shown through our team spirit and the many social events we will be having. We wish the best to all of our sisters.

**Alpha Delta Omega**

Dear Freshmen,

Welcome to Bryant College. By now you should be getting into the swing of college life and with this also noticing the many different Fraternities and Sororities on campus. We, the Brothers of Alpha Delta Omega, are just one of the many Fraternities on campus and also one of the largest.

Alpa Delta Omega is one of the newer frats on campus and in a short time has become very well known. Alpha Delta Omega came into existence when some of our Alumni felt that there should be a Fraternity for men.

Although most of our Brothers are from the Rhode Island area, ADDO, as we are known by other Greeks, has a great year planned. The first smoker of the year is coming soon and should prove to be a total experience.

We hope that this year will prove to be as exciting as the past year. Along with Tau Epsilon Phi, we sponsored Parents' Weekend, '74, which was one of the most successful weekends of the year. We are proud to announce that we were the winners of last year's annual Blood Drive. If at any time you would like to meet the Brothers, look for us in the Smoke Bar. We wear Maroon and Gold. We are ready for an exciting year and look forward to meeting you.

Hope this article finds you settled and ready for an invigorating year.

Jeff Goldberg

---
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**Scott Gavitt**

Publicity Director

---
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Being a sister of Sigma Iota Xi consists of many fond memories and experiences that are enjoyed by all the sisters.

This year our annual event is Freshman Queen Weekend by which we will all make lasting memories and share in lots of fun. Sigma also participates in the GLC-sponsored Blood Drive every year.
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by Paul Carroll

The Student Senate's first meeting of the year commenced with reports from the previous meetings, establishing the agenda, and approving the minutes of their previous meeting. Following these reports, the Senate's proposed foster child program was brought up to the floor. The Senate later debated the matter since last May, the program had been discussed. The Senate could sponsor a foster child for one year. It had been decided last year that funds for this program would not come from the Senate budget because it was felt that student monies should only be spent on programs which the student body would benefit.

Annie-Marie Vigneux made a motion that the Senate investigate for one month what program would be best and how to raise money for the program. The motion was made a vote of six for, eight against. A second amendment to her motion was made by Hammm on whether the program should be supported at all by the Senate. The amendment was defeated by a vote of one for, twelve against.

Howard Flaim, Vice President, urged senators to increase discussion during meetings to ensure all viewpoints are expressed and taken into consideration. These motions were made.

Tim Banning, Treasurer, reported to senators that the Senate had spent 99.5 percent of last year's funds by June 1. Banning foresee a minimal deficit in the budget but added, "we are unable to cut monies except for a smaller staff this year." Discussion then turned to the matter of the Jewish high holidays. Kevin McGlarry related that he would like to see a vote taken for the College president concerning the matter. He added that the Senate had looked for a College precedent concerning the matter. He added that the Senate had made a motion to travel to the Jewish Student Organization's policy and that a similar motion had been established before taking a stand.

In other Senate matters, the Senate was approached by two graduate students from Brown University desiring to offer a course in mixology at Bryant. The course would consist of two night sessions for one week at a cost of $15. The Senate voted 12 for, zero against with two abstentions to support the program pending further information and administration approval.

The subject of the Rathskeller was brought to the floor in regards to its hours of operation. Stimulus for discussion was a reaction from students over the Rathskeller having been closed this past weekend. The Senate voted 13 for, zero against, with one abstention to oppose the Rathskeller's new hours of operation. The matter was later looked into with the Business Office.

Read This Article

The Youth Guidance Program has been successful in building meaningful relationships between privileged and nonprivileged children. One of the victories and students of Bryant College who show a sincere desire to serve as Big Brothers and Big Sisters.

Under the direction of its new officers, the program includes new plans with more activities and functions for its membership. Outings, picnics, and a trip to the zoo are among some of the affairs planned.

There is a meeting planned for all interested individuals on Thursday, September 19, at 7:30 p.m. in Room 386. If you are interested and unable to attend the meeting, please contact any of the officers: President, Dave Hoffman; Vice President, James Haberbusch; Treasurer, Bob Foster.

ATTENTION SENIORS: Senior students who have already graduated in December, 1974, or June and August of 1975, will be holding an orientation assembly in the auditorium at 12 noon on Thursday, September 19.

WELCOME BACK

We welcome the return of our graduate students and the entry of our many new MBA students. We hope that we have answered all your questions and have not met your program needs. If you have any questions, call or visit the Graduate Office. But please note the new location below.

NEW HIGH IN MBA ENROLLMENT

MBA enrollment for Fall 1974 reached an all-time high of 425 students enrolled in 36 classes, as contrasted with 350 enrolled in the Fall 1973 Semester. In addition to the 22 classes on campus, 8 classes are running in Portsmouth at the Raytheon Company plant and four at Newport with the Navy. A new off-campus program this fall is at 11 F in West Warwick. This new off-campus program has begun with two classes.

NEASC ACCREDITATION

We are most pleased to report that the New England Association of Schools and Colleges (NEASC) has granted Bryant College the right to use the same name and programmatic recognition that the two other Connecticut accrediting agencies have granted our programs by attaining their accreditation. NEASC is the 60th regional accrediting agency to grant full accreditation to the Graduate School and the MBA Programs in their own right as of this year.

The previous accreditation had accrued to the Graduate School because the College had been accredited by NEASC.

MBA GRADUATES

The value and visibility of the MBA Program are becoming more manifested with the increased numbers of graduate students who are successfully completing our programs by attaining their MBA degrees. In 1974-75, NEASC awarded 81 MBA degrees, 70 on campus and 11 Navy. This is in contrast to 58 MBA degrees in 1973 and only 29 in 1972.
A Step in The Right Direction

During the senior year of college, one must make a decision about where he will continue his education. This choice must be carefully approached to sit down and discuss this important decision with the college representative. Multiple visits to the college campus, especially during the senior year, are important to get a feel for the overall campus environment. However, one must avoid “de-briefing” about; or ever really take serious about a college you do not want to get into. But why Life Insurance? And why the college senior? The college senior has in his hands for the next three years on campus the groundwork for his future, and in doing so he has spent a great deal of money, time and effort. Now, in the senior year the student begins to take his first step into the world outside of the academic community.

When searching for Life Insurance to protect the investment he has made in his education, the agent should be a professional with ambition, integrity, and plenty of confidence. If, so, you can be assured that your program will be better dealt with, as he demands of every applicant.

Townhouses are nice. In fact, thinking about the dormitories? Funny you student; ambitious, the student will want or even need desperate to hide all of those heart-warming letters from home in.

It seems that the dream of each and almost every freshman who has been subjected to over-populated dormitory rooms is to wake up in the morning and have a waiting line of only five suitmates using the bathroom rather than the six in a line found in many suites today. And yes, the most ultimate dream of students who are in these seven-person suites must be getting up early to go around once you get the bathroom after fighting the most unruly mob.

Upon several interviews with freshmen, it was found that they all share the same wish to get away from the madding crowds found in their rooms.

Townhouse owners (b) His early purchase will (i.e. a science student) seem that his entire estate get why his higher student; occupational made; since his higher future earning power. Students seem to do with the students when asked what they actually thought of “Townhouse.” The students seem to compare their future with each other and evaluate all of them. The walls are thin. So one can safely assume that the student will want room," "The feeling usually is that it is too far from the action and you miss campus life." A student said that he didn’t think that "they put much thought into it." Another student commented "that it is a big mistake that you can’t drink late at night, you can’t find company at night." All in all, the students interviewed definitely liked this area because the atmosphere seemed to be better and more relaxing.

Another Test Of Student Power
by Ellen Pulaski

On August 30, 1974, Carmen Jordan, Assistant to the Vice President for Student Affairs, has successfully approached her delegated responsibility. The solicitation of suggestions from students has been a positive step in the recognition and registration of all student affairs. The student body is always interested in the self-governing of their college. Carmen Jordan's efforts have been a demonstration of the student's role in the college's decision-making process.

ISO To Meet Thursday
by Birj Kassaban

Those who have been waiting anxiously for the International Student Organization to start its activities do not have to wait any longer. To familiarize the newcomers at Bryant, we will give a brief idea about our organization and its benefits.

Our members consist of both foreign and American students from 16 countries. The International Student Organization is designated by the Senate for recognition and funding by the Office of Student Affairs. Our mission is to promote cultural exchange through different social events and to familiarize the members with international politics.

Our social events are something every person in the community looks forward to. In the past, we have had jamaican, bahamian, Filipino, Greek, and German Dinner Nights; every one of them was a different adventure to explore the country's food, music, and dancing. We are open to all students and would love to see you there.

ATGSB Test Offered
Princeton, N.J., July 31, 1974. The Admission Test for Graduate Study in Business (ATGBS) will be offered on November 2, 1974, and on January 23, February 12, and July 11, 1975. The ATGBS is required of applicants to more than 370 graduate business schools. Registration materials for the test and the ATGBS will be available at 12 AES or by writing to ATGBS, Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey 08540.

The regular ATGBS fee of $12 includes the registration fee paid to the candidate, to his undergraduate placement officer, and in as many as three graduate schools designated on the registration form. ATGBS registration forms and test fees must be received at ETS's or before the registration deadline announced in the bulletin. A $3 late fee is charged for registration forms received after the deadline.

Candidates who cannot register in advance may wish to consider the Registration Form at the registration center on the day of the test. Walk-in registration is permitted at any time until 2:30 p.m. space and test materials are available after all normally registered candidates have been admitted. To be admitted as a walk-in candidate, each registrant must present a completed registration form and a check or money order made payable to the ETS for the $3 test fee plus an additional $10 service fee. The $3 late registration fee is necessary for walk-ins.
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The Information Center was the site last Tuesday of the official unveiling and dedication of a plaque honoring the Jacobs family for its contribution to Bryant over the years. Representing the Jacobs family was Dr. E. Gerdard Jacobs, Chancellor and President Emeritus of the College. He was accompanied in the car by his wife, Dr. Fredric C. Tanner, Vice Chairman of the College and Chairman of the Board of Federal Properties Corporation.

Accompanied by a band playing melodies from the Gatsby era, the group stopped just short of the booth and was greeted by a gathering of about 150 people as Dr. Jacobs cut the ribbon officially opening the drive.

Dr. Jacobs thanked those present for the honor given him and summed it all up by saying, "It has always been my dream to dedicate my life to a living memorial. Bryant College is the fulfillment of this dream."

Following the conclusion of the ceremony, a reception was held in the Faculty Dining Room for invited guests.

This season the baseball races in all four divisions have been exciting. No division has a real runaway team, but on occasion there have been some comfortable margins. With one month left in the season, only the American League West has been decided.

The Oakland A's have thwarted the up-and-coming Texas Rangers and the young K.C. Royals. Once again the A's are trying to prove to everyone that they are the best team in baseball. The A's started the season slowly but under pressure from the Rangers and Royals they surged to the top to stay.

The American League East is an entertaining division that has seen nearly each team spend time on top. The Boston Red Sox have been in first place most the past three years but even up between the top teams in baseball since the All-Star break. They have been adjusted to Shea Stadium and behind the "Doc" Medich and Bobby Murcer are making a strong run for the flag. The team to watch is Baltimore. The Oriole veterans have banded together to try for yet another crack at Oakland. Should Jim Palmer's form return to the team, the Orioles could win going away.

The National League East has lived up to its reputation as the closest division. Last year the New York Mets won by accident and this year the mysterious Pittsburgh Pirates look the strongest. The Pirates are basically the same team that was billed as a dynasty not long ago. The players have recovered from the shock of losing Roberto Clemente and are ready to show that division how to play baseball. The St. Louis Cardinals are so concerned with Lou Brock's attempts at the stolen base record that they don't realize how much talent they have. The Philadelphia Phillies are so happy that the Flyers won the Stanley Cup that they have forgotten they had a good chance for the pennant. Could you imagine two champs in Philly in the same year?

The National League West is the best division in baseball. The Division has four teams over the .500 mark but only two of them are involved in the race. The Los Angeles Dodgers and Cincinnati Reds are once again involved in a dog fight. For the second consecutive year the Dodgers squandered a huge lead. These two teams have the two best records in baseball and it is a shame that only one can win. The pressure is on the Dodgers to win; if they lose they are sure to be labeled as a choke team. Overall, the Dodgers have better talent but the Reds have the experienced veterans. The Dodger pitching should prevail however, giving them their first flag since their rebuilding.

Prediction: Oakland over Baltimore; L.A. over Pittsburgh; Oakland over L.A. and three in a row!
BRYANT SOCCER

The opening game 4-3 in overtime by Co-captain Mike Guay, of John Feely's minding of the nets. Jumping John was voted Co-captain last year by his teammates for his superlative goalkeeping. As for John's linemen Kevin Homan, similarly immediate bench strength. According to Coach Guay, of the upperclassmen on the team, Guay improved his skills the most. In relief, watch for rookies Mike Kelly, a smart and good ball handler, Leney Joy, an aggressive player; and Bel O'Brien, who displays excellent soccer skills which will add spark if needed. Pat Sullivan and Bob Kays are the back-up goalies.

Jungles "John Feely flicks the habit."

An earned offensive MVP as his driving style resulted a school record. He guides the offense with linemates Bruce Lostocco, Howie Widman, and Damien Ziruk. The hard-working team of the last year, are the list: Lewis, Jeff "Love It!" Arpin and Bill Eaton. Co-captain Jim "Fess" VanHorn, who has the fullback job, Gary O'Brien to his left and through playing on his right. Howard Widman and Arnie Silva should provide the hard—but the rewards are great. This Monday at noon in the Bobbina, the Bryant Karate Club will host one of its spectacular demonstrations. If you are there, you can see first hand what the students have learned in the past year. Those who are interested in some hard work are welcome to join, and everyone else can watch a great demonstration.

Karate Club Begins Second Year

Once again the time has come for Bryant clubs to introduce themselves to new students. The Bryant College Karate Club is beginning its second year as a Senate-recognized club. From a humble beginning last year of only eight hard-working members, it has grown to a strong membership of 50 just as dedicated members. Last year we hosted many fascinating demonstrations and our first successful tournament. At our tournament, Bryant proved itself as a fighting Karate School by winning nine out of twelve possible trophies. Needless to say, we had a good first year. More important to us than winning trophies or putting on fascinating demonstrations is the fact that we brought knowledge to Bryant: knowledge never before available to Bryant students. Knowledge of one's inner strength and knowledge of self discipline. What we strive for in the Martial Arts is not just physical stamina or the ability to defend oneself if necessary, but a way of thinking and acting. We help people understand their feelings. Knowing you can handle a situation changes an attitude of fear or restlessness.

The Martial Arts teach fairness and brotherhood. A Karate practice is armed with a very useful tool and must learn not to abuse it. By knowing your total capabilities, you no longer have the need to prove them. This lesson of fairness comes humanity. When a person acquires self confidence and no longer has to prove himself, fairness and humanity come naturally. Then you become in harmony with many things and calmness is eventual.

In our class we learn meditation, coordination, aggressiveness, control, and precision.

Selvin's Sport Quiz

1. Who holds the record for the most points in a season by an N.F.L. player?
2. Which NBA star received recognition as the 1974 All-Star game MVP?
3. What two active American League players have three batting titles apiece?
4. What N.F.L. kicker led the league in total points in 1973?
5. Who was the first PGA golfer to tally over $200,000 in one year?
6. What member of the Virginia Slims circuit compiled the most points last season?
7. Who was the last recipient of the Heisman Trophy to win as a junior?
8. Who was the last non-American undoubted heavyweight champion?
9. Name the latest member of the P.B.A. to capture two consecutive Bowler of the Year Awards?
10. Which Grand Prix Formula 1 racedriver still active, last won the championship?

All entries must be submitted by Wednesday to The Archway Office. The correct list of answers, and the winner's name will be printed in the following issue.

Swim Team Review

A large turnout of freshmen marked the first meeting of the Varsity Swimming Team on Monday, September 9. Coach Selvin is optimistic about this year's team of six returning lettermen and 22 freshmen candidates.

Returning swimmers this year are Henry Lightbourn, Nanoa, and Bahamas; and Tom Das, Cranston, Rhode Island. Also returning are butterfly marvel, Mark Rafferty, East Providence; diver Joe Haydu, Fairfield, New York; captain and distance man Craig Bogor, New Jersey; and backstroker Pete Lockiatell, Montvale, New Jersey. Dorothy Aspinall, Dix Hills, New York, is returning as this year's manager. Bryant is fortunate to have many bright prospects in this year's freshman crop who started in high school. Among them are Paul Luby, Newark, New York; Gary Eder, Upper Grandview, New York; Scott Somlata, White Plains, New York; Pete Vimin, Fairfield, Connecticut; Beenie Gray, Union, New Jersey; and George Foley, Cape Elizabeth, Maine.

Coach Selvin also has high hopes for Scott Matty, Mitch Champman, Chris Helmatt, Mike Jonario, Margaret Meister, Paul Kelly, Keith Melzar, Mike Brown, Ann Chapdelaine, Tony Markay, Brian Leboeuf, Anne Byrne, Alie Passenini, Diane Dumas, and Scott McShane.

Official practice starts Monday, September 23. Any other interested candidates are still invited to come out.

NOTICES

The gym will be closed for repairs on the floor from Friday, September 14 to Sunday, September 15.

Women's tennis clinic. Sign up by Monday, September 16 in the Athletic Office.

Men's and women's tennis tournament singles. Sign up in the Athletic Office by Monday, September 16.

rary and the Bobbina, the Bryant Karate Club will host one of its spectacular demonstrations. If you are there, you can see first hand what the students have learned in the past year. Those who are interested in some hard work are welcome to join, and everyone else can watch a great demonstration.

Mick's Picks

by Mickey Perlow

Cincinnati over Cleveland
New York Metropolitan Kansas City
Dallas over Atlanta
Miami over New England
St. Louis over Philadelphia
New Orleans over San Francisco
Detroit over Chicago
San Francisco over Oakland
Oakland over Buffalo
Los Angeles over Detroit
Washington over New York Giants
Pittsburgh over Baltimore
Minneapolis over Green Bay
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You are invited to a party.
FRIDAY the 13th at the
COLONIAL HILTON INN
RTE. 1A IN CRANSTON

It happens at 8 pm
Dance to and enjoy
THREE BANDS including ‘FREE TIME’

And while your there why not meet Penthouse "Pet of the Month" for October!

Contact: Chuck Baechel 231-0248

ADMISSION: $5.00

Sandy & Beth 231-0109